An active suspension system is important in meeting the requirements of the ride comfort and handling stability for vehicles. In this work, a nonlinear model of active suspension system and a corresponding nonlinear robust predictive sliding mode control are established for the control problem of active suspension. Firstly, a seven-degree-of-freedom active suspension model is established considering the nonlinear effects of springs and dampers; and secondly, the dynamic model is expanded in the time domain, and the corresponding predictive sliding mode control is established. The uncertainties in the controller are approximated by the fuzzy logic system, and the adaptive controller reduces the approximation error to increase the robustness of the control system. Finally, the simulation results show that the ride comfort and handling stability performance of the active suspension system is better than that of the passive suspension system and the Skyhook active suspension. Thus, the system can obviously improve the shock absorption performance of vehicles.
Introduction
When a vehicle is running, the unevenness of the road seriously affects the comfort and handling stability of the vehicle ride, which influences the speed of the vehicle and even damages the vehicle parts. The suspension system of the vehicle can buffer the vibration caused by uneven road surface and transmit the braking and driving forces between the wheel and road surface. When the vehicle driving conditions change, the suspension system can withstand the forces and moments generated in different directions. Generally, the vehicle mainly uses the passive suspension system to reduce vibration; however, the spring stiffness and damping coefficient of the passive suspension are fixed, which cannot adapt to complex and varied road conditions and meet the ride comfort and handling stability requirements. In this case, the active suspension system emerges.
The active suspension system includes an actuator and a matching sensor and control unit that can input force and displacement to the suspension system based on the passive suspension system. In the control process, the active suspension system adjusts the output of the active suspension actuator according to the real-time changes of the road input and the vehicle status, thereby canceling the influence of the road and obtaining a good shock absorption effect while controlling the height and attitude.
A number of in-depth studies have proposed control methods for active suspension control to meet the ride comfort and handling stability requirements [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . For example, [4] considered the influence of different vehicle speeds and road conditions and designed two separate fuzzy controllers for front and rear suspensions. Reference [5] developed a saturated adaptive robust control system for active suspension in response to uncertainties and the possible actuator saturation in systems; [6] provided an enhanced active suspension, established a fuzzy model, and used the fuzzy adaptive sliding mode control to verify the effectiveness of the model. Reference [7] established a dual objective controller for nonlinear active suspension systems with large classes of road profiles through simulation and experimentation. Reference [8] considered the complex nonlinearity of the active suspension system with the hydraulic actuator and designed an output feedback control with a high gain observer to estimate the nonlinearity. Although some types of control method are applied in the active suspension control, some traditional control methods do not consider the nonlinear effects and uncertainties of the active suspension system and cannot overcome the control process of time variability and uncertainty. This condition results in the application of such control method limitations.
Model predictive control (MPC) is an optimal control algorithm with distinct characteristics based on a model, rolling optimization, and feedback correction. The first MPCs were proposed in [9] in the 1970s to address the increasing control requirements that traditional single-loop controllers cannot meet. MPC has also been widely involved in the control of nonlinear systems and has achieved good results [10] [11] [12] . For example, [13] [14] [15] presented a good solution to nonlinear systems involved in the constrained nonlinear systems through the design of the nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC). Reference [16] designed a robust predictive controller based on the Lyapunov function and solved the problem of constraint and uncertain parameters in the nonlinear system, which guarantees robust performance; [17] developed a NMPC based on Carleman approximation for the nonlinear dynamic constraints. MPC has low requirements on modeling and successfully overcomes the shortcomings of the modern control theory model. MPC adopts the idea of optimal control and uses scrolling finiteperiod optimization instead of invariant global optimization. The active suspension system with uncertain factors and input-output constraints can be solved through MPC. This paper consists of five parts. Section 1 is the introduction, which describes the active suspension and control systems and indicates the limitations of the controllers in solving the previously mentioned problems. Section 2 discusses the dynamic modeling of the nonlinear full-vehicle active suspension system. Section 3 presents the design of the predictive controller. The approximate expansion model of the active suspension system is developed in the rolling prediction time domain, and the predictive sliding mode controller of the nonlinear active suspension system is deduced by defining the performance evaluation function. For the complex nonlinear terms in the expansion, the fuzzy adaptive control is designed to increase the robustness of the control system. Section 4 presents the simulation analysis of the control system. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper. The analysis results show that the active suspension can meet the vehicle requirements through the MPC, which can be compared with the passive suspension in improving system performance.
Nonlinear Model for Active Suspension System
2.1. The Full-Car Active Suspension System Model. The sevendegree-of-freedom automotive active suspension system model is shown in Figure 1 . This model consists of four vertical unsprung masses and the degrees of freedom are due to pitch, roll, and vertical motions of the mass center [18, 19] .
The variables of the active suspension model are shown in Variables of Active Suspension Model. According to Newton's second law, the vertical motion of the body centroid, body pitching, and roll rotation equations can be obtained as follows [19, 20] :
where ( = 1, 2, 3, 4) acts as the forces between the suspensions and the vertical body. This force is expressed as
where and are the spring and the damper forces, respectively; the forces consider the nonlinear effects of the springs and dampers and can yield [21, 22] 
Newton's law states that the dynamic differential equations of mass and spring mass can be listed separately.
where is the force generated for the tire using the traditional point contact tire model, as follows:
According to the spatial motion law of the rigid body, the dynamic relationship among the four suspension systems, including the body connection points, body centroid vertical movement, pitching rotation, and roll rotation, can be expressed as
As a rigid body structure, the pitch and roll angles of the vertical body assume change in a small angle range. The following equations are set: The following equations are obtained when models (3) to (5) are applied in the dynamic differential equations ( (1) to (2)). The state equation is established, and the system state vector is defined as
The active suspension system can be expressed aṡ
where is the road input vector of four tires, , , and divided into coefficient matrices and is the nonlinear term matrix. System output is defined as
The output equation of the system is
where and are coefficient matrices, is the nonlinear term matrix, and matrices , , , , and can be derived from (1)-(5).
The Random Road Input Model.
In the studies of active suspension control, the vibration generated inside a vehicle body is usually ignored, and the unevenness of the road surface is the most important factor that affects the vehicle ride comfort. The model of random road surface is generally selected as the most commonly used in simulation, so that more results and significance can be obtained. To study the nonlinear active suspension control system, a road input time domain model is established [23] .
The vibration of the vehicle body is not only related to the road roughness but also related to the speed of the vehicle. When the vehicle travels at a speed V, we can get the following equation:
where is the time frequency which represents the number of waves contained in a time unit. The power spectral density of road roughness can be expressed as
where ( 0 ) denotes the road roughness coefficient. When = 2,
where 0 is the standard spatial frequency. Set ( ) as the white noise signal. Then, we can obtain the transfer function
The pavement contour function is obtained by passing the low-pass filter with function . We can obtain the following stochastic pavement model:
In (17), 0 is the road spatial cutoff frequency.
MPC

Approximate Expansion for MPC.
Before the controller design, we assume that the system is dynamically stable and the signals are continuously different for time [24, 25] . In order to simplify the calculation,
The -step derivative of the system output iṡ
. . .
where
Repeating these steps yields
To aim at nonlinear active suspension system (10)-(12), the following sliding surface is defined as
where = − ( = 1, . . . , ) is the tracking error for the system, is a smooth reference trajectory, and , ( = 1, . . . , − 1) is a sliding surface design parameter.
To converge to 0 when the slip surface = 0, , can be guaranteed to have the characteristic root corresponding to the following polynomial:
With = [ 1 , 2 , . . . , ], the sliding surface is guided along the trajectory of the system:
The predicted value of ( + ) can be expressed as
Because of the existence of − −1 nonlinear interference term, the response speed and control precision of the predictive sliding mode control are affected. − −1 is approximated by considering the fuzzy approximation law, which relies on the law of adaptive control to compensate for the MPC.
Fuzzy Logic System (FLS).
According to [26, 27] , FLS using IF-THEN rules consists of the knowledge base, fuzzifier, fuzzy inference engine, fuzzy rules, and defuzzifier. The knowledge base for FLS comprises a collection of fuzzy IF-THEN rules of the following form:
: If 1 is 1 and . . . and is , then is , (27) where and are the input and output of the FLS. 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ and are fuzzy sets, respectively, which are associated with the fuzzy membership functions. Define the FLS as
where ( ) is the membership function and is the basis function vector of FLS.
Set ( ) as
In order to develop the leaning algorithms for FLS, the functional form of fuzzy membership function should be specified. The membership function used in this study is a Gaussian-shaped form [28, 29] :
According to the above formulas, which are used to approximate the compound interference term − −1 , the fuzzy system can be expressed as
For any given in compact set * , the optimal weight vector * of the fuzzy system exists as [30] * = arg min
The optimal weight vector * is within the convex region:
where 0 > 0. According to the above functions, the norm of the optimal weight * is bounded * ≤ ,
where > 0. The fuzzy approximation error is defined as follows:
To overcome the impact of the approximation error on the system and improve the performance of the entire system, a robust compensation term should be introduced.
Set the adaptive law aṡ
The error vector and the Lyapunov function are defined as follows:
where is the domain of the augmented error and is the weight matrix
The Lyapunov function defined by (38) is derived from the system trajectory for timė
The adaptive law (32) can yielḋ̃− 1̃̇= 0.
The synthesis of = (41)- (42) can be obtained as follows:
Predictive Sliding Mode Control for Nonlinear Active
Suspension. The nonlinear predictive control uses the control algorithm of the rolling optimization, and the optimal control quantity is determined by optimizing the performance index to achieve the purpose of the optimal tracking desired trajectory of the system output . The performance index function of one predictive sliding mode control is considered as follows:
where and are positive weight matrices and is a decimal number greater than zero.
Solving predictive control problems can be equivalent to solving min ( , , ) .
The performance index is derived from the control quantity , which yields
Given that Shock and Vibration the predictive sliding mode control law is
and the adaptive control law is
Thus, the nonlinear robust adaptive control law based on MPC can be expressed as
By approximating the nonlinear active suspension system in the time domain, the controller can effectively reduce the model accuracy requirements and better adaptability to uncertain factors in the model. At the same time, due to the nonlinear functions in the approximation, the expansion is difficult to calculate. The uncertainties in the controller are approximated by the FLS to reduce the amount of calculation, and the adaptive controller increases the robustness of the control system.
Simulation Results and Discussion
Based on the simulation of the designed nonlinear predictive sliding mode control of active suspension and comparing it with the passive suspension and the Skyhook active suspension, Table 1 lists the parameters of the nonlinear active suspension system in the simulation.
The figures show that the predictive sliding mode control of the nonlinear active suspension has better effects in terms of passenger comfort and handling stability compared with the other suspension systems. The controller can obviously improve body acceleration, pitch acceleration, roll acceleration, and deflections of suspensions and tires during vehicle driving. Passenger ride comfort through body acceleration, pitch acceleration, and roll acceleration is shown in Figures 2-4 Figures 3 and 4 , the pitch and roll acceleration of the active suspension vehicle had a significant improvement compared with the passive suspension and Skyhook suspension system. In Figure 3 , the peak values of the pitch acceleration are 7.45 rad/s 2 , 3.94 rad/s 2 , and 2.10 rad/s 2 and the RMS values are 2.170 rad/s 2 , 1.247 rad/s 2 , and 0.661 rad/s 2 . In Figure 4 , the peak values of the roll acceleration are 2.69 rad/s 2 , 1.74 rad/s 2 , and 0.85 rad/s 2 , the RMS values are 0.951 rad/s 2 , 0.576 rad/s 2 , and 0.322 rad/s 2 . These results show that the designed active suspension system has a good effect on reducing the vibration of the vehicle and greatly improved the vehicle ride comfort during the driving process. Through the simulation of the suspension and tire deflections, the vehicle handling stability for active suspensions and passive suspension can be obviously displayed. The suspension deflections are shown in Figures 5  and 6 , where the predictive sliding mode controller is shown to have a better performance than the others. Figures 7 and  8 show the improvement of the tire deflections. Moreover, the effect of the sliding mode predictive control of active suspension is shown to be significantly better than that of the other suspension systems (Figure 9 ). In order to verify the control effects in the frequency domain, the energy spectral density figures of the vertical acceleration, pitch, and roll accelerations of the three suspension systems are established, as shown in Figures 10-12 .
It can be seen from the figures that the amplitudes of the two active suspension systems have been significantly reduced. In the frequency range of 10-20 Hz, the effect of MPC is better than that of Skyhook damping suspension, while in the low frequency range 0-5 Hz, Skyhook damping active suspension system is better than MPC. 
Conclusion
This study establishes the nonlinear system dynamic model of active suspension, including the nonlinear effects of the spring and damper. Moreover, a nonlinear predictive sliding mode control is designed based on the approximate expansion in the time domain. FLS is applied to approximate the complex nonlinear term generated by the expansion. The approximation error is effectively suppressed by using the adaptive control to increase the robustness of the control system. The results show that the predictive sliding mode controller can effectively improve vehicle performance and reduce vehicle vibration compared with the passive suspension. The predictive sliding mode control based on the approximate expansion is less demanding for the accuracy of the original nonlinear active suspension model. Furthermore, the uncertainty of the model is greatly improved in the process of practical application. 
Variables of Active Suspension Model
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